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Abstract Acetylcholinesterase (ChE) sensor based on Prussian blue (PB) modified electrode was developed and tested
for the detection of organophosphorus and carbamic pesticides. The signal of the sensor was generated in PB mediated oxidation of thiocholine recorded at +200 mv in DC
mode. ChE from electric eel was immobilized by cross-linking with glutaraldehyde in the presence of bovine serum albumin (BSA) on the surface of screen-printed carbon electrode
covered with PB and Nafion. The content of the surface layer
(specific enzyme activity, Nafion and BSA amounts) was optimized to establish high and reliable response toward the substrate and ChE inhibitors. The ChE/PB sensor makes it
possible to detect Aldicarb, Paraoxon and Parathion-Methyl
with limits of detection 30, 10 and 5 ppb, respectively (incubation 10 min). The feasibility of practical application of the
ChE/PB sensor developed for the monitoring of degradation of the pesticides in wine fermentation was shown. To
diminish matrix interferences, the electrolysis of the grape
juice with Al anode and evaporation of ethanol were suggested, however the procedures decrease the sensitivity of
pesticide detection and stability of the sample tested.
Keywords Cholinesterase sensor . Biosensor . Pesticide
detection . Prussian Blue . Wine contamination
Abbreviations ChE: Acetylcholinesterase . PB: Prussian
blue . BSA: bovin serum albumin . ChO: choline oxidase .
TCNQ: tetracyanoqunodimethane . ATCh:
acetylthiocholine
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Introduction
The development of new sensors for the fast, sensitive and
reliable detection of biologically active compounds is considered to be the principal trend of modern analytical chemistry [1]. This is particularly true for electrochemical enzyme
sensors based on graphite electrodes. Low cost, simple measurement procedure as well as their compatibility with conventional electrochemical equipment make enzyme sensors
very attractive for routine detection of different compounds
that are specific substrates or inhibitors of enzymes, among
them in field. Carbon materials (glassy carbon, screenprinted thin layers and thick-film carbon paste) can be easily covered with enzymes by physical sorption followed by
cross-linking with glutaraldehyde or entrapment in polymer films [2, 3]. This procedure is commonly supplemented with the modification of a carbon surface with various
additives [4]. The electrode modification reduces the working potential and increases the reversibility of electrode
reactions to provide higher sensitivity and selectivity of the
signal in complex media as well as its better resolution in
the presence of electrochemically active components [5].
For this purpose, heterogeneous mediators of electron transfer, e.g. insoluble salts and complexes of transient metals
[5–7], electroconductive polymers [5, 8, 9], organometallic
and heteroaromatic compounds [10, 11] are generally used.
Prussian Blue (ferric hexacyanoferrate, PB), has been
extensively investigated during the last decade due to its
efficient mediation of the cathodic reduction of H2O2 [6,
12–14]. For this reason, PB modified electrodes were successfully used in assembling enzyme sensors based on
redox enzymes producing H2O2 in the selective conversions of the substrates. Thus, the PB detection of the signals
referring to glucose oxidase [15, 16], cytochrome c [17],
cholesterol oxidase [18] and choline oxidase [19] has been
described. In addition to the H2O2 reduction, PB modified
electrodes were applied for the electrochemical determination of ascorbic acid [20], hydrazine [21, 22] and thiols
[23, 24]. PB differs favorably from many other modifiers
applied in enzyme sensors by the high efficiency of electron transfer (E0 about 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl) in a wide pH
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range, by the stability of its electrochemical characteristics
and the simple procedure for depositing and activating.
Previously, we have proved the advantages of PB as a
mediator in assembling the acetylcholinesterase (ChE)choline oxidase (ChO) bi-enzyme sensor developed for the
detection of organophosphorus and carbamic pesticides
[19]. Both enzymes were co-immobilized on the working
area of the screen-printed electrode covered with PB. The
cathodic current of the PB mediated H2O2 reduction was
recorded in an amperometric mode as a measure of the
acetylcholine concentration and activity of ChE (1).

dation of thiocholine were shown by determining organophosphorus and carbamic pesticides in aqueous solutions.
Their reaction with free ChE resulted in the decrease of
enzyme activity followed by the reduction of the amounts
of thiocholine formed. This resulted in the decay of the
current generated in thiocholine/PB reaction (3) at the
anode.
In this work, we proceed with the investigation of the
thiocholine/PB system for the development of a ChE/PB
sensor and have studied the conditions of ChE immobilization on the surface of the screen-printed electrode
modified with PB and of the determination of anticholinesterase pesticides. The ChE/PB sensor was also used for
the estimation of matrix effect and pesticide degradation in
wine making.

Experimental
In comparison with non-modified sensors and screenprinted electrodes with 7,7′,8,8′-tetracyanoquinodimethane
(TCNQ) introduced into the carbon paste, ChE-ChO-PB
amperometric sensor showed a faster response (0.3 and
about 3 min, respectively) and a lower working potential
(+50 mV against +560 mV vs. Ag/AgCl for non-mediated
electron transfer).
The optimization of the ChE-ChO sensor is often complicated due to problems related to the conjugation of two
enzymatic processes, i.e. the difference in the pH maximum and the specific activities of the enzymes. For this
reason, the interest for the development of the monoenzyme ChE sensor with improved analytical and operational characteristics has been emphasized. Even though
the products of the ChE hydrolysis of acetylcholine are
electrochemically inactive, the measurement of ChE activity can be performed with thiocholine ethers as a ChE
synthetic substrate. However, direct oxidation of thiocholine (2) requires high working potentials (up to +680 mV)
[25, 26] and is often complicated with electrode poisoning.

These complications can be avoided by including mediators, e.g. Co phtalocyanine [27, 28] or TCNQ [29] into the
sensor material. Recently, we have also demonstrated the
possibility of direct non-enzymatic oxidation of thiocholine at the PB modified screen-printed electrode (3):

Apparatus
The three-electrode system with Ag/AgCl reference and
Pt counter electrodes was used for the measurement of
the signal of ChE/PB sensor. Cyclic voltammograms were
recorded with AUTOLAB PGSTAT-12 electrochemical
system with GPES software (EcoChemie Utrecht, The
Netherlands). Chronoamperometric measurements were
carried out with VA 641 amperometric detector (Metrohm,
Herisau, Switzerland) connected with AMEL MODEL868 recorder.
Reagents
Acetylcholinesterase from electric eel (EC 3.1.1.7, 244
U/mg), acetylthiocholine chloride (ATCh), bovine serum
albumin (BSA), glutaraldehyde, FeCl3×6 H2O were purchased from Sigma (Steinheim, Germany), Nafion (perfluorinated ion-exchange resin, 5% w/v solution in lower
alcohols/water) from Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany), K3Fe
(CN)6, 98%, from Carlo ERBA reagenti. All the other
reagents used were of analytical grade (Carlo ERBA reagenti and Sigma, Steinheim, Germany). All the experiments were carried out in 0.05 mol L−1 phosphate buffer
solution containing 0.1 mmol L−1 KCl. Aldicarb (99%,
Riedel-de Haen, Seelze, Germany), Parathion-methyl
(99.8%, Riedel-de Haen, Seelze, Germany) and Paraoxon
(90%, Sigma, Steinheim, Germany) were used for inhibition measurements without additional purification.
Cholinesterase sensor design

where PBRed and PBOx are the reduced and oxidized forms
of the mediator [24]. The prospects of PB mediated oxi-

Screen-printed electrodes were produced with the screenprinting 245 DEK machine (Weymouth, England). The
working electrodes were manufactured with graphite ink
Elektrodag 421 (Acheson Italiana, Milan) on the polyester
film Autostat HT5 (Autotype Italia, Milan). The printing
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protocol was described earlier [30]. The diameter of the
working electrode was 0.3 cm and the geometric area was
0.07 cm2.
The modification of screen-printed electrodes with PB
was performed as described elsewhere [24]. The electrodes
were first pre-activated by polarization at 1.7 V vs. Ag/
AgCl for 3 min. Then 5 μl of 0.1 mol L−1 K3Fe(CN)6 in
0.01 mol L−1 HCl were mixed with 5 μL of FeCl3 solution of the same concentration and placed onto the working area of the electrodes. After 10 min, the electrodes were
washed with HCl and dried at 100°C for 90 min.
ChE was immobilized onto the PB modified electrodes
by cross-linking with glutaraldehyde. Prior to immobilization, 2 μl of 0.1% Nafion were pipetted onto the working
area of the electrode and allowed to dry. Then a mixture
of equal volumes of 0.2 U μL−1 AChE, 1% BSA, 1%
glutaraldehyde and 0.1% Nafion was prepared and assigned to electrodes in the amount of 2 μL per each one
of them. The electrodes were dried to form a protein film
on the surface. When investigating immobilization, the
above concentrations of the components were varied as
mentioned in the text.
Procedures
Before signal measurement, the ChE/PB sensor was equalized at 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 7 min. After that, the potential of +200 mV was applied and ATCh added. The current
was monitored 3 min adter addition of substrate at +200 mV.
For pesticide determination, the signal was first recorded at the substrate concentration of 1.5 mmol L−1. Then the
enzyme sensor was washed and incubated for 10 min in a
pesticide solution. After that, the signal was measured
again in the same solution or after replacement of the pesticide solution with a working buffer and the relative decay
in the current was calculated in accordance with (4) as a
degree of inhibition, I,%.
I; % ¼

io  it
 100%
io

(4)

where io and it are the current values measured prior to
and after the contact of the enzyme sensor with an inhibitor. The incubation period was 10 min for all the
measurements.
Parathion-methyl was pre-oxidized with electrogenerated chlorine before inhibition measurement as described
elsewhere [19]. For this purpose, 100 μL of Parathionmethyl solution were added to 9.8 mL of the phosphate
−1
buffer solution containing 0.1 mol L of KCl, pH 7.8, and
the electrolysis with Pt and glassy carbon electrodes was
performed for 5 min (on-load voltage 6 V). Then 100 μL
of the 2% formic acid were added and the pH 7.4 was
adjusted with 10% KOH.
The electrolysis of juice with Al anode was performed
as follows. The freshly pressed juice of red or rosé grapes

varieties available on the local market was mixed with an
equal volume of phosphate buffer solution containing
0.1 mol L−1 of KCl. After that, electrolysis with Al foil
(geometric square 1 cm2) as anode and glassy carbon cathode was performed for 1–20 min. After the electrolysis, the
sediment was removed and pH value adjusted to 7.4.
For the estimation of pesticide degradation during the
wine fermentation, Aldicarb or Paraoxon were used as
model pesticides. First, the juice was pressed from white
grapes UVA ITALIA EXTRA. Then 2 g of sugar were dissolved in 20 mL of water and 100 mg of yeast were added.
The suspension was left to stay at 37°C for 2 h and then
mixed with 1 L of grape juice. After 30 min. fermentation,
the mixture was divided into three parts (300, 300 and
400 mL). Paraoxon or Aldicarb was added to their final
concentration of 500 ppb each to the first and second parts.
The third part of the juice (400 mL) was used as a blank
sample. The degree of ChE inhibition was measured during
four days of fermentation at room temperature. For each
measurement, the aliquot was taken and centrifuged for 10
min at 6000 rpm and the pH value of the liquid part was
adjusted to 7.40 with 10% KOH. The degree of inhibition,
I, %, was calculated in accordance with (4). The inhibition
of pesticides was calculated by eliminating the ethanol
contribution estimated in the blank experiments for the
same incubation period.

Results and discussion
The cyclic voltammogram recorded with the PB modified
sensor in the presence of free or immobilized ChE contained two connected peaks near +200 mV corresponding
to the coupled oxidation/reduction of the PB onto the
electrode surface. While the ATCh was added, the height
of the reduction peak progressively decreased in accordance with the amount of thiocholine taking part in the
reaction with the PBOx (see Eq. 3). The optimum conditions as well the evidence for the PB mediation of
thiocholine oxidation were established previously and described in [24] for free enzyme. Chemical deposition of
rather large amounts of mediator does not allow full disappearance of PB cathodic peak but it can be achieved
with lower amounts of reagents taken for PB formation
(0.01 mol L−1 FeCl3 and 0.01 mol L−1 K3Fe(CN)6) at the
ATCh concentration of 10 mmol L−1 and higher. It should
be mentioned that the changes of the PB current peaks
after the substrate addition were found to be milder for
immobilized ChE than for free enzyme. This is related to
the diffusional limitation of the substrate/product transfer
in the surface layer and the low specific enzyme activity
chosen to increase the sensitivity of pesticide detection
(see discussion below). The immobilization of ChE did not
dramatically affect the position of the peaks on the voltammogramm. Taking into account the value and reproducibility of the signal, the following signal measurements
were performed at +200 mV.
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Immobilization Conditions
The sensitivity of inhibitor determination depends both
on the specific activity of an immobilized enzyme and on
the reproducibility of the sensor signal. As follows from
inhibition kinetics, the lower the enzyme concentration the
higher the degree of inhibition measured with the same
amount of inhibitor. On the other hand, the decrease in the
amount of the enzyme taken for immobilization often results in the losses of its stability and the reproducibility of
the signal of enzyme sensor. Hence the decrease in the reproducibility of the signal of enzyme sensor increases the
inhibitor concentration which can be measured.
For this reason, the ChE immobilization conditions were
first evaluated. The immobilization mixture contained
ChE, BSA, Nafion and glutaraldehyde (see Experimental).
The additives provided enzyme stabilization during crossbinding and better adhesion of the layer to the electrode
material. In addition, small amounts of BSA increased the
efficiency of cross-binding with glutaraldehyde. The ChE
itself contains a rather limited number of amino groups on
the globule surface so that its reaction with glutaraldehyde without an inert protein is less effective. The dependence of the signal on the ATCh concentration obtained
for different enzyme loading is shown on Fig. 1. The response time of enzyme sensor increased with the total
protein content from 5–7 to 20–30 s. In general, the decrease in specific enzyme activity and the BSA content
resulted in a faster response and a lower stability of the
signal measured. The saturation concentration of the substrate in all the cases did not exceed 5 mmol L−1 of ATCh.
The immobilization procedure did not follow significant
changes in the pH dependence of ChE activity (Fig. 2).
The maximum activity at pH 8.0 found was close to that
of free ChE. However, because of the low PB stability
in basic media the following experiments were carried
out at pH 7.4.
To stabilize the low activity of ChE in the immobilization procedure, it was suggested to place an additional

Fig. 1 The dependence of the signal of the ChE/PB sensor on the
enzyme loading. Immobilization mixture containes equal volumes
of 0.1% BSA, 1% glutaraldehyde, 0.1% Nafion and 0.2 (1) 0.1,
(2) 0.05 (3) 0.02 (4) U μL−1 of ChE. 2 μL per electrode. ATCh
5.0 mmol L−1, phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.4

Fig. 2 The pH dependence of ChE/PB sensor signal. ATCh 1.5 mmol
L−1. 0.2 U μL−1 of ChE and 1% BSA in immobilization mixture. All
the other conditions as desribed in the legend to Fig. 1

Nafion layer onto the electrode modified with PB prior to
the immobilization mixture (Fig. 3).
A positive effect of Nafion coating on ChE stability
was also observed earlier for non-mediated oxidation of
thiocholine and referred to electrostatic interactions within
the surface layer [26]. In the presence of the intermediate
Nafion layer, the deviation of the signal in six consecutive
measurements did not exceed 5.4%. When stored in phosphate buffer solution at 4°C, the ChE/PB sensor lost 15%
of activity in the first two storage days. Then the signal
became stable and remained about the same during at least
two weeks. After four weeks of storage, about 50% of the
initial enzyme activity was lost. The changes in the signal
toward ATCh did not involve significant alteration of the
results of inhibition measurements.
The apparent value of Michaelis-Menten constant (Km)app
calculated from the electrochemical analog of Lineweaver–
Burk equation (5) was found to be 0.84±0.44 mmol L−1,
with the enzyme immobilized onto the electrode and 2.00±
0.84 mmol L−1 when the intermediate Nafion layer was

Fig. 3 Relative changes of the initial signal of ChE/PB sensor during storage in the phosphate buffer solution, two measurements a
day. (1) Without Nafion deposition; (2) with additional Nafion layer
on the electrode. 5.0 mmol L−1 ATCh. The content of immobilization mixture: 0.2 U μL−1 of ChE, 1% BSA, 1% glutaraldehyde
and 0.1% Nafion
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used. This corresponds to the value obtained with PB sensor
for free enzyme in similar conditions (0.40±0.12 mmol L−1).
ðKm Þapp
1
1
1
¼
þ
i imax
imax ½ATCh

(5)

Here imax corresponds to the saturation current of thiocholine oxidation.
In accordance with the results obtained for various immobilization conditions and from the point of view of signal reproducibility and stability during the storage period,
the following content of immobilization mixture was chosen for enzyme sensor development and inhibition measurement: 0.2 U μL−1 of ChE, 1% BSA, 0.1% Nafion and
1% glutaraldehyde, ATCh concentration 5.0 mmol L−1,
phosphate buffer solution contained 0.1 mol L−1 KCl, pH
7.4. In these conditions, the ChE/PB sensor makes it possible to detect from 0.03 to 5.0 mmol L−1 of ATCh with the
response time of less than 10 s. Although lower enzyme
loading (down to 0.01 U per electrode) is recommended to
use for higher sensitivity of inhibition measurement, this
did not provide necessary accuracy of the signal measurement. Probably negatively charged Nafion slightly suppressed the efficiency of enzyme cross-binding with
glutaraldehyde in basic media.

Fig. 4 The influence of measurement conditions on the inhibitory
effect of 200 ppb of Parathion-Methyl from model aqueous solution
with ChE/PB sensor, ATCh 5 mmol L−1. The effect of pre-oxidation
(1) and incubation periods (2)

Pesticide determination
Thionic pesticides were first oxidized to their phosphoryl
analogs by chlorine generated in the electrolysis. In these
conditions, Parathion-Methyl is oxidized to phosphoryl
product (6). This increased the sensitivity of its determination (Fig. 4).

The higher efficiency of Paraoxon-Methyl inhibition
determined with the ChE/PB sensor is due to the higher
affinity of the phosphoryl group to the ChE binding site in
comparison with the thiophosphoryl group of ParathionMethyl. For the following experiments, 5 min electrolysis
was performed to achieve the most efficient conversion
of the inhibitor. Probably, the excess of chlorine generated
in electrolysis can result in additional derivatization of
Paraoxon-methyl, e.g. introduction of chlorine atom in aromatic ring. For this reason, the electrolysis products inhibit ChE more effectively than Paraoxon. As was shown
previously, the oxidation of thionic pesticides with less
active bromine, both chemical and electrochemical, resulted in similar inhibitory activity of Paraoxon and Parathion
on immobilized and free ChE and appropriate calibration
graphs were similar to each other [31].

Aldicarb and Paraoxon were tested with the ChE/PB
sensor withoHut any pre-treatment.
All the pesticides investigated exerted strongly irreversible inhibition of ChE. The mechanism of inhibition was
proved by the dependence of the degree of inhibition (I,%)
on the incubation time (Fig. 4 for Paraoxon-Methyl).
The appropriate calibration curves are linearized in the
plots of I,%, against log[Pesticide]. The analytical characteristics of inhibitor determination are summarized in the
Table 1. The limit of detection corresponds to the amount
of an inhibitor which leads to the decrease of the signal
equal to the triplicate error of the signal measurement. The
concentration range of pesticide to be determined corresponds to linear piece of calibration curve. The inhibition
and the following signal detection were performed in the
same solution. First the pesticide solution was added and

Table 1 The coefficients of calibration curves I (%)=a+b×log
[Pesticide, ppb], detection of limits and range of pesticide concentration determined with ChE/PB sensor
Pesticide

Aldicarb Paraoxon Parathion-methyl

Slope (b)
Intercept (a)
Correlation coefficient
Limit of detection, ppb
Range of concentration, ppb

66.5±2
−99±4
0.9989
30
38–380

Incubation 10 min

70±2
−64±3
0.9991
10
14–173

135±6
−94±6
0.9982
5
7–26
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then in 10 min (incubation time) the substrate (5 mmol L−1
ATCh) was injected. The excess of ATCh stopped the
interaction of the enzyme and the inhibitor due to the formation of an enzyme-substrate complex which could not
react with the pesticide. The sensitivity obtained with this
procedure was about the same as that obtained using two
different solutions. In this latter case, after incubation, the
sensor was moved into a new buffer solution where the
substrate was added and signal measured. This procedure is
particularly appropriate and important because of the possibility to detect pesticides in complex media that do not
allow direct measurements of thiocholine oxidation.
The following improvement of pesticide detection can
be achieved by increasing incubation time. However this
was followed with decrease in the efficiency of ChE reactivation and with lower accuracy of inhibition measurement. Taking into account the requirements related to field
application of enzyme sensors, all the following experiments were performed with 10 min incubation. In these
conditions, relative standard deviation of the pesticide
determination with ChE/PB sensor did not exceed 12%.
After the inhibition, the ChE/PB sensor could be treated
with 0.1% 2-PAM for 10 min to reactivate the enzyme. If
the inhibition did not exceed 60%, 100% reactivation of
the signal was achieved. However, the reactivation irregularly suppressed the sensitivity of the following inhibition
measurements. For this reason, the results summarized in
the Table 1 were obtained with single-use ChE/PB sensors.
Each point corresponded to the average results obtained
with three disposable ChE/PB sensors prepared on time.
In comparison with literary data, the use of the PB
modified transducer resulted in the improvement of the
characteristics of pesticide detection. Thus, the following
detection limits of Paraoxon were obtained with the help
of various detection systems: 23 ppb (field-effect transistors and microconductometric devices [32], 120 ppb (Co
phtalocyanine modified carbon electrode [27]). The higher
sensitivity toward Paraoxon was reached by specific sample treatment, i.e. flow-through mode [33] or by the use of
organic solvents [34]. For this purpose, the increasing incubation time (up to one hour) was also used. Genetically
engineering of acetylcholinesterases also provided improved sensitivity toward Paraoxon [35]. The ChE conductometric sensor was used for the estimation of the rate of
photodegradation of Parathion-Methyl [36]. The limit of
detection of Parathion-Methyl reported (2 ppm) could be
related rather to the traces of the oxidized analog because
no specific procedures for its oxidation to the oxon form
were mentioned. The unexpected difference in the characteristics of inhibition observed for Parathion-Methyl and
Paraoxon can be related to the oxidation procedure suggested. The exhaustive amounts of chlorine generated in
electrolysis.
For Aldicarb, the limit of detection of 40 ppb was obtained with the ChE - ChO bi-enzyme sensor and the Pt
amperometric transducer [37] and about 10 ppb with the
ChE sensor based on screen-printed electrodes, with Co
phtalocyanine implemented in carbon paste [28].

Pesticide degradation monitoring during wine
fermentation
Anticholinesterase pesticides are widely used in the production of table and wine grapes [38]. About 20 organophosphates and carbamates are allowed for application in
wine growing in EU countries with the average application rate of about 1 kg ha–1. The maximum permissible
levels of pesticides in wine grapes in harvesting are established at the level of 0.1–0.5 mg kg–1. Although more than
80% of pesticides decompose in fermentation conditions,
the influence of pesticides on grape fermentation and wine
quality is a matter of concern. Thus, the significant influence of Parathion and Chloropyrifos-methyl on the yeast
growth was mentioned [39]. Anticholinesterase pesticides
are spontaneously hydrolyzed in the environment to the
non-toxic products. However, the rate of this process is
highly affected by matrix features. In some vegetables and
ground waters the residuals of pesticides are detectable for
several months after contamination [40]. The fate of the
pesticides in the fermentation is still unclear but can be
assumed in a similar way [41].
First, the inhibition was measured in freshly pressed
juice spiked with the pesticides. The juice was diluted
twice with buffer solution, then the substrate was added in
10 min and the signal recorded as described above for
model pesticide solution. However, a high background
current did not allow reaching the necessary accuracy of
signal measurement directly in diluted juice. Moreover, 10
min contact with the juice freshly pressed from red and
rosé grapes varieties caused an irreversible decrease of
the ATCh signal by 20–30% due to the matrix effect on
enzyme activity. The matrix influence is aggravated during
fermentation due to the accumulation of ethanol in the
sample tested.
To overcome the matrix interference, two procedures
were tested, i.e. the removal of readily oxidized compounds and the partial evaporation of volatile components
under vacuum. In the first case, the electrolysis of juice
was performed with aluminum anode. The partial dissolution of anode resulted in the formation of insoluble phenolic complexes followed by their precipitation together
with aluminum hydroxide in weakly basic media (pH 7.4)
[42]. Indeed, the electrolysis resulted in a sufficient decrease of the background current. The inhibition caused
by matrix components also became lower and reversible
(Fig. 5).
The washing of the ChE/PB sensor with working buffer
solution after its 10 min contact with treated juice resulted
in recovery of 60–70% of the initial response. However,
even in the presence of additional amounts of chlorides
the electrolysis of spiked juice showed low efficiency of
oxidation of thionic pesticides. Probably, anodic Al dissolution remained the main electrochemical reaction and the
generation of chlorine did not promote thiophosphate oxidation. As a result, the Parathion-Methyl inhibition was
found to be 3–4 times lower than that in the model aqueous solution. Electrolysis can also promote non-enzymatic
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Fig. 6 The degree of inhibition measured in the fermentation
process of white grape juice spiked with 500 ppb of Paraoxon (1)
and 500 ppb of Aldicarb (2)

Fig. 5 The influence of electrolysis with soluble Al anode on the
background current (1) and the inhibition of 200 ppb of ParathionMethyl (2) observed in juice from red grapes

hydrolysis of anticholinesterase pesticides and their removal with the sediments. This was proved by the decrease of inhibition of Aldicarb which did not require
electrochemical pre-activation. The limits of detection obtained after the electrolysis of diluted juice with Al anode
were equal to 0.1 ppm for Parathion-Methyl and 1 ppm
for Aldicarb (all the concentrations are given for undiluted juice). This is near the maximum admissible levels for
wine grapes. Nevertheless, the sample treatment proposed
can be recommended only for testing moderate and high
levels of pollution because of the rather low stability of
the pesticides in these conditions. After electrolysis, the
anticholinesterase activity of spiked juice progressively
decreased to 20–30%. The latter values corresponded to
the matrix influence observed in the same juice with no
pesticide added.
The evaporation of volatile compounds was performed
to take into account the possible effect of ethanol formed
in fermentation. 10–15% of ethanol (v/v) was added to the
juice prior to evaporation to simulate fermentation process.
If the juice did not contain any pesticides, the evaporation
decreased the inhibition caused by ethanol from 80–100%
to 40–45%. However, this procedure did not allow avoiding interferences with the pesticide inhibition related to
the phenolic compounds present in the matrix. As in freshly

pressed juice, the background current and non-specific
inhibition hinder the accurate measurement of the signal
and inhibition calculation.
After that, the detection of pesticide residues in wine
was performed with the method previously suggested for
juice testing. For this purpose, either Aldicarb or Paraoxon
were added to grape juice at the beginning of wine fermentation. The ChE/PB sensor was incubated for 10 min
and then moved to the standard buffer solution for signal
measurement. Thus, the matrix components interfering
with signal measurement did not contact with the electrode
after the inhibition step. ChE provided the selective extraction of the pollutants and their quantification as described above for the model solutions. Blank and spiked
samples of juice under fermentation were tested without
any additional dissolving. No spontaneous reactivation of
inhibited ChE was observed in the measurement conditions. The results of the monitoring of pesticide degradation are shown on Fig. 6. The Paraoxon and Aldicarb
life-time was estimated as three and two days, respectively. The decay in the inhibition during the fermentation can
be also due to interaction of pesticides with matrix components, however the tendency in inhibition changes correspond to the reported HPLC estimation of pesticides
residues in wine and fermentation media [41, 43, 44]. In
accordance with them, about 90% of initial amounts of
pesticides tested decomposed in the first three days of
fermentation.

Conclusions
The modification of the screen-printed electrode with PB
provided significant improvement in the performance of
the ChE/PB sensor. This was revealed in the decrease of
the working potential of thiocholine oxidation and in the
fast and reliable response toward a specific substrate,
ATCh. The stability of the signal as well as its value depend on the content of the protein layer formed in the
immobilization procedure. The variation of the additives
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and their quantities, i.e. BSA and Nafion, made it possible to stabilize the behavior of the ChE/PB sensor both
during storage and the consecutive measurements with the
same substrate solution. The improved characteristics of
substrate detection are accompanied by a rather high sensitivity of the detection of anticholinesterase pesticides,
even in a complicated matrix, e.g. grape juice and wine
during fermentation. The limits of detection obtained are
small enough to detect the trace amounts of anticholinesterase pesticides on the level of their admissible concentrations in wine grapes or soil. Taking into account the
accuracy of signal measurement and the variation of the
matrix content, ChE/PB sensor can be used for semi-quantitative estimation of pesticide traces in grapes and must
and for preliminary testing of contaminant level in field.
The pesticide detection is complicated with the interfering effect of phenolic compounds and ethanol formed in
fermentation. Their effect is progressively increased during
first two days of fermentation. For highly contaminated
samples, the interfering influence of matrix components
can be partially removed by electrolysis with soluble Al
anode. However, the decrease in the influence of phenolic
compounds is followed by partial destruction of pesticides.
For this reason, direct measurements of pesticide inhibition
in grape juices and wine can be recommended for rather
highly contaminated samples and at the beginning of
fermentation.
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